
 

70 Nominations in the 71st Annual Primetime Emmys on  
FOX, FOX Life, FOX Movies, National Geographic and 

FOX+ 
National Geographic documentary Free Solo receives seven Emmy nominations after 

winning the Oscar for Best Documentary Feature earlier this year   
 
 
HONG KONG, JULY 19 2019 – Pushing the boundaries for entertainment in Asia, FOX, FOX Life, 
FX and National Geographic is proud to be a host to 70 nominations in the 71st Primetime Emmy 
Awards. The nominations span the gamut of multi-part dramas, family-favorite reality shows and 
thrilling true stories – representing the vast and compelling array of storytelling that lives on the 
entertainment, factual and sports network. 
 
A dominating force in the factual category, Free Solo (National Geographic) was recognized with 
seven Emmy nominations, including “Outstanding Directing For A Nonfiction Program” for directors 
Elizabeth Chai Vasarhelyi and Jimmy Chin. The nominations come five months after Free Solo 
won the Oscar for “Best Documentary Feature” at the 91st Academy Awards, setting up Free Solo 
for a potential double-win at two of the world’s most prestigious and competitive awards events. 
 
Viewers in Asia can tune in to Free Solo during its primetime repeat on National Geographic on 
Saturday, August 31 at 9.00 PM HKT, to watch the thrilling true story of professional rock climber 
Alex Honnold as he scales the world’s most famous vertical rock formation with no ropes and no 
safety equipment – a feat never before achieved, pushing the limits of human endurance.  
 
National Geographic programs Hostile Planet, The Flood and Savage Kingdom also collected 
Emmy nominations. 
 
Renowned for its innovative storytelling and unique voices of entertainment, the FX network was 
widely recognized in the 2019 Emmy nominations. Sleeper hit comedy Schitt’s Creek (FX) 
collected four nominations, including first-ever Emmy acting nominations for comedy veterans 
Eugene Levy and Catherine O'Hara who star in the series. Don Cheadle received a lead actor 
nomination for his performance in Black Monday (FX), while Sacha Baron Cohen’s jaw-dropping 
comedy series Who Is America (FX) was nominated for three Emmys including “Outstanding 
Variety Sketch Series” and “Outstanding Directing For A Variety Series”. Ray Donovan (FX) and 
What We Do in the Shadows (FX) also received nominations.  
 
Escape at Dannemora (FX) emerged as a leader in the limited series category, receiving 12 
nominations including “Outstanding Limited Series”. This gripping story of a real-life prison break 
also received acting nominations for its Hollywood stars Benicio del Toro, Paul Dano and Patricia 



 

Arquette, and a directing nomination for Ben Stiller who won the DGA prize1 for the series earlier 
this year. 
 
Beloved reality entertainment and comedies were widely recognized on FOX Life. Anthony 
Bourdain Parts Unknown (FOX Life) received six nominations, one year after the death of the 
series’ eponymous chef, author and travel documentarian. Iconic singing competition The Voice 
(FOX Life) collected seven nominations, including “Outstanding Competition Program”. Crazy Ex-
Girlfriend (FOX Life) and The 61st Grammy Awards (FOX Life) also received nominations. 
 
Laugh-out-loud comedies and tense crime drama on FOX collected a number of nominations, 
including “Outstanding Animated Program” for The Simpsons (FOX) as well as nominations for 
Family Guy (FOX), Modern Family (FOX) and S.W.A.T. (FOX). 
 
The explosive and controversial documentary Leaving Neverland (FOX Movies, FOX+), which 
chronicles allegations of sexual abuse against pop icon Michael Jackson, is also amongst this 
year’s list of Emmy nominees, nabbing five nominations.   
 
Video-streaming service FOX+ now offers a catalogue of Emmy-nominated and award-winning 
titles available to stream in Asia. Viewers can tune in to this year’s nominees including Free Solo, 
Escape at Dannemora, Who Is America?, Hostile Planet, Leaving Neverland and many more. 
FOX+ is also home to 11,000 hours of entertainment, live sport and documentaries; available in 
high-definition, on-demand and on any device.  
 
Please see Appendix for a full list of the 70 Emmy nominations for National Geographic, FX, FOX 
Life and FOX. For more information about the 71st Primetime Emmy Awards, please visit 
www.emmys.com.  

###  
 
  

                                                                 
1 Source: https://www.msn.com/en-ca/entertainment/celebrity/ben-stiller-wins-dga-tv-movie-limited-series-
award-for-escape-at-dannemora/ar-BBT6iiN 
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For media queries and interview opportunities, please contact: 
 
STEPHANIE MAZINYI 
GOLIN 
D: +852 2501 7901 
E: SMazinyi@golin.com  
 
‘AIN OMAR AID 
FOX Networks Group Asia 
D: +852 2621 8782 
E: Ain.OmarAid@fox.com    
 
About FOX  
FOX is FOX Networks Group (FNG)’s flagship general entertainment channel in Asia. Renowned 
for providing the absolute best in US entertainment, FOX delivers hit shows in a variety of styles 
and genres as well as the newest and most innovative US TV series. Iconic FOX titles include The 
Walking Dead, Marvel’s Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D., Modern Family, The Simpsons and other long 
running network series like NCIS and Criminal Minds. FOX targets bold and urban viewers who 
demand the very best in US entertainment. It is a rapidly growing channel in Asia and is dedicated 
to further cultivating the market through locally-appropriate promotions. 
 

  https://www.facebook.com/FoxTVAsia/     @fox_asia  
 
About FOX Life 
Part of FOX Networks Group Asia, FOX life (formerly StarWorld) is one of Asia’s leading general 
entertainment channels, delivering the best of premium dramas, comedy, reality TV shows, global 
award shows and exciting original productions. Aimed at a broad section of female and companion 
viewing audiences across Asia, FOX Life is available in countries and territories across Asia and 
the Middle East including: Brunei, Cambodia, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Macau, Malaysia, 
Maldives, Myanmar, Papua New Guinea, The Philippines, South Korea, Singapore, Thailand, 
Vietnam.  
 

 https://www.facebook.com/foxlife.asia  
 
About FX 
FX is an award-winning original series and feature film channel featuring unique and original voices 
you won’t find anywhere else. A premium channel that showcases innovative storytelling from 
surprising and unconventional storytellers, this is the definitive go-to channel for fearless 
entertainment that continuously challenges and entertains viewers.  
 

 https://www.facebook.com/FX.Asia/       https://twitter.com/FXasia  
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About National Geographic 
National Geographic inspires viewers through its smart, innovative programming that questions 
what we know, how we view the world and what drives us forward. With a focus on the core goals 
of exploration and education that the National Geographic Society emphasizes, National 
Geographic challenges perceptions and allows viewers to push back against the boundaries of 
exploration. Globally, National Geographic has effectively used the medium of television to reach 
440 million homes in 171 countries with 45 languages. For more information, please visit 
http://natgeotv.com/asia  
 

 https://www.facebook.com/NGCasia   @natgeoasia     
 
About FOX+ 
FOX+ is the only video-streaming service in Asia that combines TV series, movies and live sports, 
in one place, accessible from any device, at any time and in HD. With a combination of first-run 
Hollywood blockbusters and hit Chinese series and movies, FOX+ is the ultimate destination for 
entertainment. More than 11,000 hours of programming across multiple genres are available, 
comprising of the most popular content from global movie studios and television channels, as well 
as original FOX programming and FOX+ exclusive content. For more information visit foxplus.com. 
 

  https://www.facebook.com/FOXPlusAsia/  
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